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Dear Parents and Carers,
It has been a tremendous week again with lots of
enjoyable learning. One of the highlights in the week
is seeing the children smiling from ear to ear heading
to the chosen golden time group on a Friday. These
activities are first and foremost fun yet they link in
with all sorts of learning that children might
otherwise not be able to do. Craft meets science last
week were creating small explosions in bottles!
We have had traffic wardens patrolling the school
entrances. I am aware that a number of parents have
been fined for parking on yellow zig lines or double
yellow lines. Thank you to all those who do park
safely around school and are considerate to our
neighbours.
Some highlights….
Electrical Circuits Y5

Bread making Y2

Yours sincerely,

Mrs C Robinson
Headteacher BEd Hons. NPQH

YEAR 6 – SKERN RESIDENTIAL - THIS NEEDS TO
BE PAID IN FULL NO LATER THAN WEDNESDAY
11TH MARCH 2020. THANK YOU

SPORTS NEWS
They did it! Our amazing Y6 boys and girls that make up our
Indoor Athletics Team ran, jumped and threw their way to
title of The Best Athletics School in the Coventry West region
for 2019 - 2020. An amazingly competitive final took place
last Wednesday featuring the remaining four schools from
over 40 schools. Our girls track team dominated the six races
that they took part in, winning four and placing second in the
other two. Our girls and boys field teams also dominated winning a whole clutch of the events. The children's efforts
and behaviour drew plaudits from all the other schools in
attendance as well as the tournament organiser. The
children were thrilled to return to school with their second
medal, having won the qualifier, and the trophy. Many noted
that our school name was already on the trophy having
triumphed in 2017 too. Most of the team wish to pass on
their skills and experiences to the KS1 children who will take
part in a similar competition in March.

ATTENDANCE BY YEAR GROUP

WEEKLY FOCUS
Assembly Theme: Safer Internet Day
Musical Inspiration: Nkosi Sikelel’ iAfrika
(Shosholoza Mix) – Ladysmith Black Mambazo
Language Word of the Week: say hello in
Spanish - Hola
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Pupil of the Week Awards
Pupil of the Week Awards go to:
Orlaith -1S: her excellent non-chron report on guinea pigs and a delight to
teach!
Jake -1W: always being polite, respectful and showing a superb enthusiasm
towards his learning. Well done!
Lyndon - 2C: having an excellent attitude towards his learning. He is a
pleasure to teach!
Sophie - 2I: always working hard to improve, particularly in Maths. She
always follows the Golden rules.
James -3M: an excellent design for his garden rock. He took extra time and
care when he was planning
Leon -3S: making some wonderful contributions to our class writing and
using exciting vocabulary.
John -4C: achieving 100% every week in Jedi Mathsters. Also, for ALWAYS
being a fabulous role model, hard worker and polite young man.
Freya - 4P: some wonderful ideas and sharing them during our egg
experiment in Science.
Lilly - 5L: working extremely hard both at school and at home to improve
her spelling. Keep it up!
Charlie - 5P: working hard on his reading at home, all of the time.
Freya - 6N: achieving brilliant scores on the punctuation and grammar tests
by working hard both in and out of school.
Kitty - 6T: her excellent effort and focus when completing reading papers
and extended pieces of writing.

Well done to all of the above pupils

